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Abstract, Summary + Outline

This “white paper” has been prepared during April – June 10, 2020 by the architects and interior designers 
at Daroff Design Inc. + DDI Architects PC. While the economic pressure to re-open the American economy 
has prompted many US States to begin the cautious re-opening process, many in the medical and scientific 
community continue to publicly express opinions that re-opening without appropriate safeguards may be 
premature. Therefore, as the various U.S. States re-open after the COVID-19 quarantine, returning to the built 
environment will require preparation, training and a new (health and safety first) space planning and property 
management paradigm. We provide here an outline of our team’s understandings, opinions, and suggestions 
for the healthy and safe re-occupancy of the built environment as the re-opening State-by-State is being 
implemented, abiding by the recently defined (3-phase) Federal Guidelines (see Appendix “E”). The subject 
matter of this “white paper” is an evolving body of knowledge. We will update this V-2 edit of this “white paper” 
as additional information and analysis inform and enhance our understandings and suggestions.

We present the following understandings and opinions in a narrative format, followed by our specific check-list 
suggestions for various types of uses and occupancies of the built environment, supported by Appendices. 

We welcome additional suggestions and comments.

Kinetic (not Static) Nature of the Built Environment
Exectutive Summary

Among the understandings and opinions outlined in this “white paper”, we present our seminal suggestion  
that “social distancing” guidelines recommending 6 feet of “social distancing” between individuals in proximity 
to one another within the built environment and over an extended period (greater than 5-10 minutes) is not 
enough distance to prevent the spread of COVID – 19 virus particles. As seen in Appendices “A” + “B”, we 
illustrate the reality that individuals in the built environment are not static in their location(s) but rather dynamic 
and kinetic as they ambulate (flow through) the built environment. Moreover, the air individuals are sharing as 
they are breathing in the built environment is turbulent, propelling the air throughout the confined spaces within 
the built environment. 

Additionally, because 6 feet has been shown to be far less distance than a sneeze or cough can propel virus 
particles, we present here our suggestions and encouragement for individuals in the built environment to 
employ much more than 6 feet of “social distancing” while wearing face mask protection. Facility 
managers of the built environment are encouraged to undertake enhanced cleaning and disinfecting protocols 
both for surfaces, finishes, furniture, equipment, hardware, appliances and plumbing fixtures as well as 
upgrades for the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system to provide safer and more healthy air 
we are breathing in the built environment. Occupants in the built environment are encouraged to recognize 
that they are physically not fixed on one place, but rather kinetic as they actively move through the built 
environment and therefore spacing further apart than 6 feet is recommended at workplaces, dining tables, 
conference rooms and other types of amenity areas, so-as to protect occupants in the built environment from 
the spread of the COVID-19 virus.

* These general understandings, opinions and suggestions are provided, based upon available information and are not 

intended to provide client / project specific professional advice, guidelines or instructions.
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Background, Understandings + Recommendations

Since our founding in 1973, Daroff Design Inc + DDI Architects PC have provided architectural and interior 
design services to our workplace, aviation, educational, healthcare, hospitality, restaurant, mercantile/ retail and 
multi-family residential clients. Our 47 years of professional experience includes our design of more than 25 
million square feet of client workplace facilities, more than 140 hotels and resorts, more than 400 restaurants, 
thousands of multi-family residential dwelling units and millions of square feet of aviation terminal facilities.

Given the current understanding that a COVID – 19 vaccine will not be available to the general public in 
the United States before the “stay-at-home orders” are lifted and the recently defined 3-Phase re-opening 
of the US Economy (See Appendix “E”), our Daroff Design team has conducted research and prepared 
these suggestions in response to our clients’ concerns and requests. As we transition from a stay-at-home 
model to a productive new version of business, it is crucial that all owners, operators, managers and tenant 
organizations re-evaluate the ways in which we occupy, utilize and maintain the built environments inhabit.

As a result of our investigation and evaluation, we are prepared to serve as a resource to our clients as they 
consider the modification, renovation, refurbishment and ongoing maintenance of their facilities. In this “white 
paper”, we respond to clients’ questions regarding the transition into re-configured facilities, cost effectively. 
In many situations, this transition will require the re-planning and re-engineering of as-built facilities, to safely 
resume business while embracing a new reality. Further, we suggest in this white paper, best practices for the 
re-opening of aviation terminals, restaurants, business, workplaces, hotels and senior living facilities.

We are pleased to offer the following suggestions to re-consider, re-plan, manage and maintain a safe interior 
environment within current as-built facilities – enhancing the health and safety of our clients, their employees, 
and customers.

The New Imperative: Cleanliness - The New Luxury
 
The physical and mental wellbeing of our clients’ employees, customers and guests is of utmost importance 
while we prepare for the re-opening of our economy. We believe that the true value of our economy is rooted 
in the interaction of employees, visitors, customers and guests within the built environments that are owned, 
operated and managed by business entities of varying sizes. 

Additionally, we believe it is imperative for executives and facility managers to implement viable and 
visible modifications to their built environments, and enaced protocols that clearly communicate required 
modifications to those who desire to return to work, shop, dine and travel. Further, we are committed to 
helping our clients plan for and achieve cost-effective modifications to their as-built facilities.

Public Transit Must be Sanitized and Maintained for a Safe and Healthy Return
to the New Business Normal

Since a majority of the working public cannot practically and cost effectively drive and park their private 
vehicles nearby their place of employment, as an initial step in the return to work within major cities and urban 
areas of the United States, our public transit systems, facilities and vehicles must be cleaned, disinfected, 
operated, managed and maintained with an enhanced health and safety-first protocol. Otherwise, the riding 
public will not be comfortable returning to work via public transit. (See Appendix “D – 3) for a recent initiative 
of the New York Transit Authority to install UV light devices for off-hours sanitization of transit cars. 
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Background, Understandings + Recommendations

This technology has the potential to help sanitize buses, aircraft and other types of public transportation 
vehicles. Other UV light devices have the potential to sanitize air, train, bus and other transportation stations 
and hubs, ferries and other ships and cruise line boats. 

The use of HEPA filtration (see Appendix “D-2”) and other enhancements to HVAC systems are also 
suggested as ways and means to achieve a safe and healthy interior environment.

As will be noted in Appendix “A” in addition to cleaning and disinfecting the public transit bus stops, train 
stations, terminals, the interior finishes and seating within the vehicles of our public transit systems, the 
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems supporting the enclosed stations, terminals and 
vehicles  must be cleaned, disinfected, managed and operated so that the air we breathe remains safe and 
healthy, and does not propel or propagate COVID-19 and other unhealthy pathogens within these confined 
public transit environments. 

Social Distancing

Regarding social distancing guidelines, (see Appendix “A”) we understand that 6 feet of distance was 
suggested by the medical and scientific community based upon the distance vibrant air-born virus particles 
typically travel from one individual to a neighboring individual. We understand that, in fact, this distance can be 
greater than 6 feet, which has been recommended as a baseline by the medical and scientific community.

While this 6 foot spacing might be applicable if individuals are fixed (static) within a space that does not include 
partitions, doorways, circulation pathways, and furniture, the real-world built environment poses additional 
challenges. We postulate that it is these varied conditions that demonstrate 6 feet spacing to be unsafe and 
unhealthy within the built environment.

We note the following:  (a) individuals are not fixed (static) but rather ambulate within the built environment in a 
dynamic / kinetic manner, (b) individuals do not stand or sit in a static manner (in one place) as they ambulate 
(flow) through the built environment and while seated at their workplaces, conference and dining tables and 
chairs and other furniture elements and (c) air flow from HVAC systems propel virus particles further than 
6-feet. Moreover, the “social- distancing” space required for individuals circulating within the built environment 
substantially increases the square footage per person beyond the calculation of a 6 feet diameter circle (+/- 
28.3 sqft).

At the time of publication, many U.S. State governments are allowing the re-opening of restaurants, retail 
and service operations and office facilities when 6 feet of social distancing is provided. Even with the wearing 
of face masks, we believe that this idea of 6 feet of social distancing does not achieve the desired safe and 
healthy interior environment, because individuals in the built environment do not remain in one place, but rather 
ambulate and flow through the built environment in a dynamic manner, as we have illustrated in Appendices 
“A” + “B”.

We believe the distance between individuals seated in chairs at restaurants and in office facilities in the 
built environment should not be calculated solely on the center-to-center dimension – as individuals move 
their chairs as they dine and as they work at their workplaces, sit in meetings, sit while waiting or lounging. 
Additionally, other individuals ambulate in and around those who are seated. It is this dynamic nature of how 
we occupy the built environment that required a kinetic and not static method by which we should calculate 
the need for safe and healthy distancing in the built environment.
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We note that the basis of code-compliant space planning is set forth in the International Building Code at Table 
1004,1,2 (see Appendix ”C”) where the minimum square footage per person is defined (for fire and life-safety 
exiting purposes) based upon function and use.

With the understanding that current federal, state and local health authorities require this proscribed social 
distancing, as noted above, our Daroff Design team suggests that these Building Code square foot per 
occupant guidelines should be adjusted to provide an improved level of health and safety in the era of 
COVID-19. We have outlined our recommendations in Appendix “C”.

Accordingly, we suggest the adjustment of as-built space planning for our clients, their employees, 
and customers to safely return to work and for our aviation-terminal and hospitality clients to safely 
accommodate their guests and the traveling public. We have illustrated a few examples of effective 
space planning in Appendix “B”.

Clearly, each existing facility and each space plan will require project specific adjustments. Therefore, we will be 
pleased to review our archive of space plans for our existing clients’ projects, and the as-built space plans for 
clients of other design professionals, to provide recommendations on how to successfully achieve the desired 
safe and healthy built environment.

We have provided below, our general facility management, space planning and maintenance understandings 
and suggestions, followed by specific recommendations for aviation terminals, assembly / restaurant 
occupancy, business, hospitality (hotel & resort) facilities and senior living facilities.

Summary

We recognize our obligation to design new facilities with enhanced health and safety features, and we are 
committed to plan and engineer for a new cost-effective health and safety-first paradigm. When planning and 
engineering modifications to as-built facilities we are equally committed to employ ways and means to achieve 
enhanced health and safety for our clients’ employees, customers and guests.
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General Suggestions + Recommendations

01 Re-plan for healthy, safe built environments to mitigate the spread of virus particles   
 (COVID-19)

A Re-plan, clean, sanitize and manage interior built environments that are safe, healthy and embrace 
wellness principles and practices

B Clean and sanitize the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems that provide the air we 
breathe in the built environment, including the ventilation systems in toilet rooms, kitchens and pantries.

02 Plan for the “when and how” to reopen your facilities
A Re-open your facility only when re-opening is permitted by state and local law and when re-

opening is appropriate for your organization
B Develop a timeline for reopening and consider a phased reopening
C If your organization is a tenant in a landlord building, coordinate the reopening of your organization 

with the reopening of the building
D Remember to inform USPS, UPS, Federal Express and other delivery services of the re-opening of 

your organization
E Continue to encourage working from home remotely and enhance remote meeting protocols while 

preparing for the potential of a next “wave” pandemic
F Keep a watchful eye out for “lessons learned” publications, new protocols, inventions, products 

and applications that will be forthcoming in response to the current pandemic “situation”
G Develop protocols for when and how to invite furloughed employees back to work
H Consider adopting “shift work” (staggered work) schedules and expand the workday so as to 

reduce occupancy throughout the day.
I Re-consider entry vestibules, and re-plan lobbies, to remove lounge furniture to avoid gatherings of 

more than 10 individuals
J Where feasible and code compliant, encourage employees to use the fire egress stairs for access 

to facilities on low rise floors above grade and for floor-to-floor access, to reduce dependence on 
passenger elevators

K Consider designating one of the fire egress stairs UP (only) and another fire egress stair for DOWN 
(only) so-as to avoid occupants passing by each other within confined stairwells

L Manage the use of elevators to allow only 1-4 people to occupy a typical elevator cab at a time 
 IE:  Typical 3000 – 4000 # elevator cabs measure 6’-8” – 7’-8” in width and 5’-0” – 5’-8”  in  
 depth, and therefore within the predicate of 6’ “social distancing” this size elevator cab can  
 safely accommodate no more than (4) passengers at a time. 

M In general re-think each function that requires touching a surface in order to use or operate a 
device, and consider re-engineering or replacing control devices for a “touchless” built environment

N Install UV lighting in elevators to reduce propagation of viruses
O Re-configure as-built furniture layouts to achieve “social distancing”
P Consider one-way paths of travel along aisles and hallways within the built environment
Q Consider signage to reinforce social distancing, wearing of face masks and anti-microbial stations 

strategically located throughout the facility and the washing of hands in toilet rooms and kitchen pantries
R Consider ways and means to allow natural daylight (with its UV rays) to enter the built environment, 

providing sunlight cleansing
S Consider ways to modify HVAC systems to allow natural ventilation to enter the built environment 

so-as to flush out “stale” and unhealthy air
T Disinfect heating and air conditioning coils, fan blades, grills, diffusers and ductwork and frequently 

(every 60- 90 days) change HVAC air filters, and where possible Install MERV 13 or better micro-
filters, add UV air cleaning technology to HVAC air handling units

U In good weather, utilize outdoor areas for business and break functions
6
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V Stagger the “lunch hour” to reduce occupancy in break areas
W Discontinue the practice of “sharing” anything in the built environment so that as many items as 

possible in the built environment are only touched by the individual who is assigned the personal 
and exclusive use of each item

X Consider the use of Siri, Alexa and other voice device activation systems

03 Plan for the “New Business Normal”
A Carefully and deliberately communicate the “new business normal” protocol to all employees, 

customers and guests and listen carefully to their suggestions and feed-back
B Create documented protocols and train employees to abide by the proscribed 6’-0”+ “social 

distancing” and inform visitors, customers and guests to abide by the proscribed 6’-0”+ “social 
distancing”

C Adjust furniture layouts in the built environment to achieve the 6’-0”+ dynamic / kinetic “social 
distancing” as suggested in Appendices ”A” + “B”

D Instruct employees to end the workday with a clean desk, so that the maintenance and cleaning of 
desktops can be implemented each evening

i. Verify that cleaning staff are using environmentally friendly and safe cleaning means, 
methods and materials

ii. Verify that cleaning staff are cleaning and disinfecting light switches, door handles, 
plumbing fixtures, kitchen and pantry appliances, phones, computer keyboards, mice and 
other devices that employees “touch” during the workday

iii. Verify that pantry and kitchen shelves and refrigerators are emptied of leftover 
consumables at the end of each workday

E Encourage employees to not consume food or beverages at individual workplaces and to dispose 
of leftovers in designated trash receptacles lined with disposable trash liners

F If the practice of consuming food and beverages at individual workplaces is to be allowed, then 
provide each workplace with appropriate cleaning and sanitizing materials and instruct / manage 
employees so that each workplace remains clean and sanitary 

G Avoid non-employee access to the employee work areas
i. Establish a lobby drop off zone for UPS, USPS, Federal Express, Amazon, office supplies, 

lunches and other deliveries
ii. Designate “runners” to bring deliveries from the lobby up to the occupied floors above
iii. Schedule repairs, maintenance and cleaning services for nights and weekends
iv. Increase on-line retail purchases to reduce the need for employees to venture out to 

purchase goods from brick and mortar stores and suppliers
H Institute overall facility inspections throughout the workday so as to verify adherence with the 

above “New Business Normal” protocols and to identify and implement additional protocols

04 Strategies for designing return-to-work plans
A Social distancing sqft calculations (see Appendices “A” & “B”)
B Take the body temperature of all who enter the facility
C Reduce need to “touch” (tactile) environmental surfaces (see Appendix “D”)

i. Replace push to talk intercoms with motion sensor devices
ii. Replace typical door hardware with automatic opening and closing door hardware
iii. Install auto flush WCs and urinals
iv. Install auto sensor bathroom and pantry water faucets
v. Install foot activated or other types of touchless toilet stall door hardware
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vi. (vi) Install partitions (at least 80” above finished floor) between adjacent urinals
vii. Install motion sensor light switches and window treatment
viii. Install Ultraviolet (UV) light(s) to disinfect toilet rooms, pantries, coat closets etc.
ix. Replace or supplement paper towels with touchless hand dryers with built in UV

D For the longer term, replace counter tops and other touch areas with anti-microbial finishes
E What cannot be retrofitted to “no touch”, needs to be constantly disinfected 
F Consider signage (both digital and printed) to remind individuals within the built environment of their 

responsibility to the community to:
i. Wear protective face masks
ii. Cough and sneeze in their sleeves
iii. Wash hands and/or disinfect (with anti-microbial cleansers) frequently
iv. Keep their immediate area clean and sanitized
v. Avoid face-to-face interaction and when interacting, to maintain social distancing

G Consider adding (temporary) “barriers” / “boundaries” between individuals in the built environment

05 Various strategies to maintain productivity
A Remote access to company networks and data bases
B Protect against security risks
C Complete return to business as usual is unlikely to occur until there is a vaccine
D Re-evaluate and improve supply chain issues
E Actively consult with concerned employees on both basic and COVID-19 HR and health issues
F Have on-going communications and training up-dates with your team 

06 New facility safety protocols
A No hand shaking
B No touching others
C ADA safety issues
D OSHA safety issues

07 Make sure your employees, customers and guests feel safe and secure
A Consider scheduling cleaning and disinfecting during normal business hours in full view of 

employees, customers and guests
B Consider leave behind signage or notes to inform employees, customers and guests that cleaning 

and disinfecting has occurred

08 Disinfect your spaces efficiently to minimize the threat of COVID–19
A Reduce functions that require hand operations
B Clean surfaces that require hand operations
C Change HVAC filters frequently and select anti-microbial filters
D Enhance humidity levels to 40-60% within the HVAC system (because viruses survive better in low-

humidity environments)
E Consider adding anti-microbial UV air cleaning systems to as built HVAC systems

09 Planning for essential employees that must return to our clients’ facilities
A Rotating /staggering employees’ workdays to reduce concurrent occupancy
B Non-essential employees to continue to efficiently work remotely
C Have on-going check-ins and communications with employees who are working remotely
D Document protocol on how to supervise and manage employees working remotely
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E Communicate with employees who have been furloughed
F Replace face-to-face meetings with Zoom, Go-to, Microsoft Team and other virtual meetings 

10 Improve hygiene
A Encourage frequent hand washing and sanitizing
B Encourage a clean desk policy to enhance the effort of the cleaning staff to clean each work area 

each evening
C Remove trash receptacles from individual work areas, encourage the practice of bringing trash to a 

central trash disposal area which will be kept clean 24/7
D Sanitize toilet facilities and pantries frequently throughout the day
E Clean and sanitize exhaust fan grills and ductwork, install and maintain air filters

11 Protective gear for employees, visitors, customers and guests: provision, training and supervision 
A Facial (mask) protection*
B Gloves*
C Covering for clothing*
D Hand washing and sanitizing (with anti-microbial gels or wipes) 

12 Encourage employees to remain within the secure facility rather than venturing out into the  
 unsecure environment

A Consider company provided catered (box) lunches
B Encourage employees to bring brown bag lunches from home
C Manage business travel restrictions

13 Reliance on the USA Centers for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines
A Mandate social distancing
B Reconfigure workplace space planning to enforce social distancing
C Testing

i. Temperature Checks
ii. Bio-medical testing and reporting of test results

D Mandate that employees who are symptomatic not enter the workplace and are asked / required to 
return home

E Once a vaccine is available, verify that each occupant of your built environment has been vaccinated

14 Be mindful that the current chaos has increased the threat of cyberattacks and phishing schemes
A Maintain vigilance against these cyberattacks

15 And in General
A Carefully manage whether, and how, to allow third parties to have access to your facilities
B Follow the above guidelines to keep employees, customers and guests safe and healthy 
C Renew, restore and recover day-by-day
D Keep calm and keep your employees, visitors, guests and customers calm
E Remain mindful that we can all do our part to prevent the spread of this virus
F Above all else, stay safe and healthy

* We understand that some individuals have “special needs” with respect to wearing facial masks, gloves

and other personal protective equipment and therefore these special needs may require special considerations.
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

Aviation Terminals

A1 Consider each of the above General Suggestions and Recommendations.

A2 Because aviation terminals typically include assembly, restaurant, office facility, retail and hospitality 
uses, consider each of the suggestions and recommendations outlined below

A3 Limit queuing spaces to less than 10 passengers and enforce social distancing and the wearing of face 
masks by both airport employees and passengers within the queuing area(s).

 A3A Consider passenger processing at curbside in the fresh air and sunlight
 A3B Consider passenger processing at the link(s) between parking lots, parking structures, rapid  
  transit and light rail platforms and the aviation terminal
 A3C Decentralize passenger processing at ticket and baggage counters and gates

A4 With respect to gate waiting and lounge areas, noting that in the current era many gate waiting and 
lounge areas are now being planned for food and beverage facilities, it is recommended that existing 
furniture be relocated so as to achieve the recommended dynamic “social distancing” as illustrated in 
Appendices “A” & “B” and in particular, re-planned for not less than 75 square feet per occupant.

A5 If resulting redundant seating is not physically removed from the as-built facility plan, then visually 
designate which seats are not to be used and occupied and which seats are to be used and occupied 
during the current “situation”.

A6 Plan for a phased return and re-training of employees.

A7 Everyday, screen, identify, isolate and help employees (who are exhibiting virus symptoms) return home 
and/or visit their health care providers. Do not “allow’ sick employees to return to work without their 
healthcare provider’s authorization.

 A7A Consider enhanced screening technology, including biometric screening

A8 When considering new aviation facilities and / or new furniture and equipment, select “smart” products, 
with enhanced environmental, maintenance, safety and accessibility features, including anti-microbial 
surfaces and finishes. Consider adding hand sanitizing “stations’ throughout the workplace including 
traditional lavatory sinks (with no touch faucets and hand dryers) as well as sanitizer dispenser stations.

A9 Consider “one way” circulation pathways throughout the airport terminal and enforce social distancing 
between employees and passengers ambulating along these circulation pathways.

A10 Consider encouraging food and beverage tenants within airport terminals to accept customer orders 
from the customer’s hand-held mobile devices, rather than tabletop touch pads
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

Public Assembly + Restaurant Facilities

AR1 Consider each of the General Suggestions and Recommendations noted above.

AR2 Reduce overall occupancy density in restaurant front of house seating areas to no less than 75 sqft per 
occupant by relocating existing furniture and assigning seating to achieve the recommended dynamic 
“social distancing” as illustrated in Appendices “A” & “B”.

AR3 If resulting redundant furniture is not physically removed from the as-built restaurant, then visually 
designate which tables, chairs and bar/café counter stools / seats are to be used and occupied and 
which seats are not to be used and occupied during the current “situation”. 

AR4 Consider ways to designate graphically and/or physically, which tables and chairs are to be occupied 
and which are to be removed during the current COVID-19 emergency

AR5 Consider adding movable screens or panels to separate seating areas that are to be occupied by 
customers / guests

AR6 Consider adding clear plastic screens at locations where restaurant staff need to be face-to-face with 
customers / guests

AR7 Reduce seating capacity in ballrooms, banquet rooms, conference rooms, and break out spaces so 
that seating capacity and spacing provides for dynamic “social distancing” (including both the seating 
areas and the dynamic access to these seating areas)

AR8 Plan for a phased return and diligent training of employees.

AR9 Because the resulting use and occupancy protocol illustrated in Appendix “B” is likely to reduce guest 
seating capacity by 30 – 40%, continue to consider providing customers / guests with curb side pick-
up and delivered meals. 
 
Box lunch deliveries to nearby office facilities will likely become a growing business as owners and 
managers of office facilities will be encouraging their employees to safely remain in the office facility 
rather than venture out to nearby restaurants. Additionally, these office employees will likely be working 
on “shifts” that may include breakfast, lunch and dinner breaks.

AR10 Where possible, consider adding sidewalk café and adjacent garden dining facilities. This may require 
consulting with local zoning, planning and building code officials, ADA considerations (and perhaps 
permits).

AR11 Every day, screen, Identify, isolate and help employees (who are exhibiting virus symptoms) return 
home and/or visit their health care providers. Do not “allow’ sick employees to return to work without 
their health care provider’s authorization.

AR12 Welcome customers/guests, with enhanced “hospitality”, (no hand shaking, hugging, or touching), 
while identifying those who may exhibit virus symptoms, underline the requirement to wear face masks 
other than while actively dining, and verify that each customer/guest in a “party” in-fact wants to sit at 
the same table. 
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

AR13 When considering new restaurant facilities and/or new furniture and equipment, select “smart” 
products, with enhanced environmental, maintenance, safety and accessibility features, including 
anti-microbial surfaces and finishes. Consider adding hand sanitizing “stations’ throughout the front of 
house and back of house, including traditional lavatory sinks (with no touch faucets and hand dryers) 
as well as sanitizer dispenser stations.

AR14 Note that it is unlikely that display cooking, buffet and salad bar self-service, beverage “machine” self-
service and “family plating” dishes will not be viable food service options during the foreseeable future.

AR15 Consider single use menus, disposable table-top, napkins, tableware and service ware.

AR16 Consider using technology at the bar to avoid the touching of wine and liquor bottles.

AR17 Consider avoiding the use of pre-cut and prepared fruits and avoid loose packaged swizzle sticks and 
straws.

AR18 As older “baby boomers” will likely remain quarantined at home until a vaccine becomes available, 
cater to younger customers/guests with menu and beverage items, pricing, gift cards, loyalty 
promotions and other marketing strategies appealing to the younger generation(s).

AR19 Book reservations so that guests who reserve are immediately seated. Remove waiting room seating 
from foyer entrances and lobbies, enforce social distancing and consider asking guests to wait outside 
the restaurant and/or in their vehicles until called to enter the restaurant and be immediately seated at 
their table. 

AR20 Pay special attention to raw food safety and related health department and Federal “Serve Safe” 
regulations for both front of house and back of house facilities. Obtain renewed assurance from waste 
removal services that they will remove your kitchen’s waste more frequently, so-as-to avoid any adverse 
publicity that your “back door” appears to be unsanitary.

AR21 Focus on “in-fact cleaning and sanitizing” (using DEA registered disinfectants + a wash, rinse and 
sanitizing after disinfection) throughout the front of house, back of house and toilet facilities, and do 
so in full view of the customers/guests so that a healthy restaurant environment is clearly obvious to 
everyone. 

AR22 Consider using technology to achieve touchless customer/guest payment at the dining table and if 
point of sale “registers” is required, consider physical barriers so that customers/guests do not come in 
direct contact and remain at the “social distancing” from cashiers and point of sale devices.
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

Business (Workplace) Occupancy

B1 Consider each of the above General Suggestions and Recommendations.

B2 Whether the business entity has control over the building’s entry, security functions, lobby and 
elevators, or whether these entry functions and facilities are managed by the building’s landlord, 
consider the following suggestions and recommendations:

 B2A Provide, install and maintain walk off mats and grates at the entry vestibule and doorway
 B2B Consider touchless entry door hardware
 B2C Consider touchless security (sign-in), keypads and security pass through protocol

i. If hardware and these security and other devices remain with push or touch to activate 
functionality locate a hand sanitizing dispenser nearby and enforce point of use 
sanitization.

 B2D Re-engineer the lobby HVAC system to provide at least four fresh air changes per hour and 
  consider re-engineering the HVAC systems to maintain enough humidity and to clean / filter 
  the circulating air of micro-organisms
 B2E Where possible, remove window treatments from lobby windows to allow sunlight 
  and related UV rays to enter the lobby
 B2F Consider re-finishing and re-furnishing the lobby furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E) with 
  antimicrobial materials
 B2G Maintain, clean and disinfect lobby architectural finishes and FF&E frequently 24/7
 B2H Consider leveraging automation and voice activation to reduce the need to “touch”
 B2I Provide and maintain hand sanitizer “stations” within the lobby and throughout the facility
 B2J Consider screening arriving employees and guests with fever screening systems
 B2K Inform those who enter the lobby that face masks are required and provide face masks to 
  those who seek to enter the lobby and do not have a face mask
 B-2L Institute a protocol whereby mail, UPS, Federal Express, food and other deliveries are 
  received and held for tenant pick-up in the lobby so that delivery personnel do not ambulate  
  through the lobby to individual tenant office facilities
 B2M Limit lobby waiting seating to no more than (10) and re-locate seating to achieve “social
   distancing” between seats and between walkways and the seating area(s)
 B2N Limit elevator occupancy (per lift) so that social distancing can be maintained within 
  the elevator cab(s)…typically no more than 2-4 occupants per lift.

B3 With respect to the office workplace facilities within the office building, consider reducing overall 
occupancy density in the office workplace zones to no less than 300 sqft per occupant by relocating 
existing furniture and assigning seating to achieve the recommended dynamic “social distancing” as 
illustrated in Appendices “A” & “B”.

B4 If resulting redundant workplaces are not physically removed from the as-built facility plan, then 
designate which workplaces are to be used and occupied, and which workplaces are not to be used 
and occupied.

B5 Reduce seating capacity in presentation auditorium spaces, conference rooms, focus rooms, learning 
labs, pantries, lunch and break out spaces so that seating capacity and spacing provides for dynamic 
“social distancing” (including both the seating areas and the dynamic access to these seating areas).
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

B6 If conference rooms and other front of house meeting areas (including executive offices) include bars 
or credenzas with ice makers, refrigerators, appliances, speaker phones and other conference digital 
equipment, make sure to clean and manage this equipment so that they remain clean and sanitary

B7 If private offices are not large enough to achieve “social distancing” in a face to face meeting situation, 
either conduct the meeting in a meeting or conference room that is large enough to provide social 
distancing, and/or alternatively, have a digital virtual meeting.

B8 Manage pantries, print, copy and mail areas within the office facilities so that the appliances, 
equipment and consumable supplies are kept clean and sanitary. Consider UV lighting to help sanitize 
equipment and supplies.

B9 Plan for a phased return and re-training of employees to the office facility. 

B10 For office facilities with flexible workplaces, consider assigning workplaces to specific employees until 
the COVID-19 emergency is “mitigated”.

B11 Because the resulting use and occupancy protocol is likely to reduce employee head count by 25 
-35%, continue to encourage remote distance working from home and consider shift work. While 
remaining open for business 5 or perhaps even 6 days a week consider a 4-day work week (per 
employee), for those who are to return to the office facilities. (This suggestion will accommodate 20-
30% of the employee head count on any given day of the week).

B12 Every day, screen, Identify, isolate and help employees (who are exhibiting virus symptoms) return 
home and/or visit their health care providers. Do not “allow’ sick employees to return to work without 
their health care provider’s authorization.

B13 When considering new workplace facilities and/or new furniture and equipment, select “smart” 
products, with enhanced environmental, maintenance, safety and accessibility features, including anti-
microbial surfaces and finishes. Consider adding hand sanitizing “stations’ throughout the workplace 
including traditional lavatory sinks (with no touch faucets and hand dryers) as well as sanitizer 
dispenser stations.

B14 Consider “one way” circulation pathways between offices and workstations and enforce social 
distancing between employees ambulating along these circulation pathways.

B15 For business entities that offer in-house food service for their employees, visitors and guests, consider 
each of the recommendations noted above for Assembly / Restaurant Occupancy, including the 
consideration that  display cooking, buffet and salad bar self-service, beverage “machine” self-service 
and “family plating” dishes will not be viable food service options during the foreseeable future.
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

Hospitality Facilities

H1 Consider each of the General Suggestions and Recommendations noted above.

H2 With respect to hotel and resort restaurants, meeting rooms, banquet rooms and ballrooms, consider 
each of the Assembly / Restaurant Occupancy Suggestions and Recommendations noted above. 
Specifically reduce seating capacity in ballrooms, banquet rooms, conference rooms, and break out 
spaces so that seating capacity and spacing provides for dynamic “social distancing” including both 
the seating areas and the dynamic access (guest and wait staff circulation) to these seating areas.

H3 With respect to hotel and resort lobbies, reception functions and both front of house and back of 
house employee work and office areas, consider each of the Business Occupancy Suggestions and 
Recommendations noted above.

H4 Plan for a phased return and training of employees.

H5 Undertake a complete (top to bottom) re-commissioning, cleaning and disinfecting the entire hotel / 
resort property (front of house and back of house) from sidewalk to roof-top and diligently supervise, 
document and otherwise manage this re-commissioning process.

H6 Every day, screen, Identify, isolate and help employees and guests (who are exhibiting virus symptoms) 
return home and/or visit their health care providers. Do not “allow’ sick employees to return to work 
without their health care provider’s authorization. Recommend local health care providers for guests 
who arrive at the hotel exhibiting symptoms.

H7 Implement a “no moonlighting” policy so that employees are discouraged from working ‘shifts” at 
another facility that may not have implemented safe and healthy back-to-work protocols.

H8 Welcome customers/guests, with enhanced “hospitality”, (no hand shaking, hugging, or touching), 
while identifying those who may exhibit virus symptoms, underline the requirement to wear face masks 
other than while actively dining.

H9 Consider discontinuing “bell” service and encourage guests to carry (roll) their own suitcases into the hotel 
and up to their assigned guest room. If “bell” service is to be provided, assure that “bell” staff are always 
provide with and wear personal protection and dispose of their gloves after helping each guest with their 
bags.  

H10 When considering new hotel and resort equipment, select “smart” products, with enhanced 
environmental, maintenance, safety and accessibility features, including anti-microbial surfaces and 
finishes.  

H11 Consider adding hand sanitizing “stations’ throughout the front of house and back of house, including 
traditional lavatory sinks (with no touch faucets and hand dryers) as well as sanitizer dispenser stations.

H12 Consider advance bookings and virtual check in.

H13 Consider remote guest check in, perhaps at the porte-cochere or even at arriving guest’s vehicles, to 
reduce or eliminate a queue of guests in the lobby and reception area.
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

H14 Book reservations so that guests can be received without front desk “formalities”. Remove seating from 
foyer entrances and lobbies, enforce social distancing.

H15 Focus on re-training employees to provide in fact (enhanced) cleaning and sanitizing (using FDA 
registered disinfectants + a wash, rinse and sanitizing after disinfection) throughout the front of house, 
back of house and toilet facilities, and do so in full view of the customers / guests so as to ensure that 
both hotel guests and employees are confident in the cleanliness and safety of the hotel’s facilities. 
 
We note that many of the major hotel franchise branding entities (Hilton, Hyatt, Marriott, Wyndham, 
etc.) are providing their franchisees with brand standard “new programs” for cleanliness, hygiene, 
disinfection of properties and “social distancing” around the world.

H16 Re-engineer the hotel’s laundry and linen operations, as well as garbage disposal protocols, and 
implement the use of sealable linen and towel packaging from the laundry to the guest rooms and 
sealable removal of soiled laundry and garbage from the guest rooms.

H17 Consider return to the prior protocol of removable labels and signage to inform guests that sanitation 
and disinfection has been provided within each guest room and guest bathroom. 

H18 Consider using technology to achieve touchless customer / guest check in and payment and consider 
physical barriers so that customers / guests do not come in direct contact and remain at the “social 
distancing” from cashiers.

H19 Consider disposing of the use of mattress dust ruffles, bedspreads and decorative pillows in favor of 
duvets (that are covered with sheeting), so guests are assured that each bedding item in their guest 
room has been laundered and disinfected each day.

H20 Re-consider the use of specific fabrics, furniture, fixtures and amenities in the guest rooms, including 
items such as loose carpets, remote controls, minibars, light switches, draperies and drapery 
hardware, telephones, TVs and controls  and other Furniture Fixture and Equipment (FF&E) items the 
guest can touch in the built environment of the hotel / resort.

H21 Use UV testing devices to test for the presence of organic hazards in the built environment throughout the 
hotel / resort.

H22 For guest rooms that are provided with through the wall (PTAC) HVAC systems, initiate the practice of 
always-on fresh air ventilation 24/7 and / or open the guest room windows and draw back the window 
shades to let in fresh air and sunlight when the guest rooms are not about to be occupied.

H23 For guest rooms that are provided with ducted HVAC systems, consider increasing fresh air ventilation, 
enhancing filters to micro-bio type (MERV-13 or better) filters, adding moisture to the HVAC systems (to 
maintain indoor humidity at or above 40% and below 80%) and operating these HVAC systems 24/7 to 
avoid propagating mold and mildew.

H24 Consider either temporary closure of fitness facilities and indoor swimming pools and / or consider 
retaining full-time managers of these facilities, trained to enforce “social distancing”. Additionally, clean 
and disinfect these facilities and the HVAC systems serving these facilities.
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

(Senior) Living Facilities

SL1 Define your brand characteristics and operations to distinguish whether you are operating a senior 
living facility, an assisted living facility or a nursing home.

SL2 Consider each of the General Suggestions and Recommendations noted above 

SL3 Undertake a complete (top to bottom) re-commissioning, cleaning and disinfecting the entire senior 
living property (front of house and back of house) from sidewalk to roof-top and diligently supervise, 
document and otherwise manage this re-commissioning process. 

SL4 With respect to restaurants, meeting rooms, banquet rooms, consider each of the Assembly / 
Restaurant Occupancy Suggestions and Recommendations noted above. Specifically reduce seating 
capacity so that seating capacity and spacing provides for dynamic “social distancing” including both 
the seating areas and the dynamic access (resident and wait staff circulation) to these seating areas 

SL5 Until there is a vaccine, consider the following safe and healthy facility management protocol: 
a. Isolate residents with COVID or other raspatory pre-conditions in their individual suites
b. Provide in-suite dining, care, support, exercise and therapy services
c. Suspend indoor communal events
d. Screen and monitor all residents and staff for any symptoms
e. Conduct on-going screening of both residents and staff
f. Verify each employee’s temperature before they start their shift
g. Verify each resident’s temperature daily
h. Elevate and enhance cleaning, disinfecting and sanitation protocols
i. Enforce the wearing of masks by all residents and staff
j. Maintain a “no visitors” protocol
k. Encourage staff to work only at one facility and not to moonlight or work at other jobs or facilities
l. Consider expanded out-doors facilities and activities
m. Keep abreast of changes in local, state and national orders and guidance
n. Maintain proscribed “social distancing” and enforce the wearing of face masks 

SL6 Continue to provide quality care, quality services and in-fact “hospitality” while encouraging 
independence, individuality, accessibility and the dignity of each resident and each staff member. 

SL7 Continue to provide services to each resident in a thoughtful, transparent and gracious manner. 

SL8 Continue to create an exciting, active, nurturing experience for each resident and each staff member, 
while promoting a sense of adventure and continuing learning experiences, especially as we all learn 
more about how to maintain a healthy lifestyle in this COVID era. 

SL9 With respect to lobbies, reception functions and both front of house and back of house employee work 
and office areas, consider each of the Business Occupancy Suggestions and Recommendations noted 
above. 

SL10 Plan for a phased return and re-training of employees. 
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

SL11 Consider re-planning existing senior living facilities and the planning of new facilities so that resident 
“private” spaces are enlarged, enhanced and maintained in a safe and healthy paradigm, while 
reducing and/or sub-dividing common area spaces to avoid gatherings of more than 10 residents and 
staff in any one area or space within the built environment. 

SL12 Consider creating more intimate common area lounge, activity and dining experiences, designed and 
furnished in distinctive styles and with distinctive artwork and accessories, being more reflective of the 
private homes many residents left behind as they decided to enter a senior living facility. 

SL13 Consider the continued practice of “no visitors” until the Covid-19 pandemic has been mitigated by the 
hoped-for vaccine. 
 
If family visits are a “must have”, then create inviting outdoor “living rooms” with access to captured 
fresh air and sunlight. 
 
If indoor visiting spaces are required (due to weather conditions) designate a family visiting “room” or 
“rooms” with a separate toilet facility provided with touchless fixtures (See Appendix “D-1) separated 
from all other senior living functions and with a separate HVAC system (See Appendix “D-2”). “Vet” 
each resident and each visitor for Covid-19 symptoms and consider “testing” as part of the vetting 
process.  
 
Clean and disinfect this “room” after each and every visit and allow at least 30 minutes between 
visits for the “room” and its furniture, finishes and equipment to be disinfected manually and with UV 
disinfecting lighting (See Appendix D-3) and for the HVAC system to cleanse the air with a 100% 
fresh air “flush”. As noted in Appendix D-3, consider re-engineering the HVAC system for this separate 
visiting room so that air filtration is at least MERV 17-20 (AKA HEPA) filtration and that (a) no ductwork 
enters or exits the separate visiting room and (b) any existing  PTAC through the wall HVAC systems 
are not functioning (because these PTAC HVAC systems are very challenging to keep clean, noting 
that very few current era PTAC units meet ASHRAE standards for return air filtration and fresh air 
circulation. 

SL14 Every day, screen, Identify, isolate and help employees and residents (who are exhibiting virus 
symptoms) return home and/or visit their health care providers. Do not “allow’ sick employees to return 
to work without their health care provider’s authorization. Recommend local health care providers 
for residents and their visitors who are exhibiting symptoms and isolate symptomatic residents from 
all other residents, paying specific attention to isolating the room or rooms where the symptomatic 
resident(s) are residing from all other spaces within the property, including isolation of any and all HVAC 
ductwork. 

SL15 Welcome residents, employees and visitors (including attending medical staff), with enhanced 
“hospitality”, (no hand shaking, hugging, or touching), while identifying those who may exhibit virus 
symptoms, underline the requirement to wear face masks other than while actively dining. 

SL16 When considering new senior living equipment, select “smart” products, with enhanced environmental, 
maintenance, safety and accessibility features, including anti-microbial surfaces and finishes and 
touchless technology. (see Appendix “D-1”). 
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Specific Facility Use Group Recommendations

SL17 Consider adding hand sanitizing “stations’ throughout the front of house and back of house, including 
traditional lavatory sinks (with no touch faucets and hand dryers) as well as sanitizer dispenser stations. 

SL18 Manage new resident arrivals and the arrival of existing residents (back from hospital or other journeys) 
so that residents can be received without front desk “formalities”. Remove seating from foyer entrances 
and lobbies, enforce social distancing.

SL19 Focus on re-training employees to provide in-fact (enhanced) cleaning and sanitizing (using DEA 
registered disinfectants + a wash, rinse and sanitizing after disinfection) throughout the front of house, 
back of house and toilet facilities, and do so in full view of the residents so as to ensure that both 
residents and employees are confident in the cleanliness and safety of the hotel’s facilities. 

SL20 Re-engineer the facilities in-house laundry and linen operations as well as garbage disposal protocols 
and implement the use of sealable linen and towel packaging from the laundry to the residents’ rooms 
and sealable removal of soiled laundry and garbage from the resident’s rooms. 

SL21 Consider return to the prior protocol of removable labels and signage to inform residents that sanitation 
and disinfection has been provided within each resident room/suite and resident bathrooms and 
kitchens.  

SL22 Consider using technology to achieve touchless functionality throughout the facility (See Appendix 
D-1) and consider physical barriers so that residents do not come in direct contact and remain at the 
“social distancing” from each other and from the staff. 

SL23 Consider disposing of the use of mattress dust ruffles, bedspreads and decorative pillows in favor 
of duvets (that are covered with sheeting), so residents are assured that each bedding item in their 
resident bedroom has been laundered and disinfected each day. 

SL24 Re-consider the use of specific fabrics, furniture, fixtures and amenities in the resident’s rooms (suites), 
including items such as loose carpets, remote controls, minibars, light switches, draperies and drapery 
hardware, telephones, TVs and controls  and other Furniture Fixture and Equipment (FF&E) items the 
residents and staff can touch in the built environment. 

SL25 Use UV testing devices to test for the presence of organic hazards in the built environment, throughout 
the facility. 

SL26 For resident rooms that are provided with through the wall (PTAC) HVAC systems, initiate the practice 
of always-on fresh air ventilation 24/7 and/or open the guest room windows and drawing back the 
window shades to let in fresh air and sunlight, when the guest rooms are not about to be occupied. 
Consider replacing these PTAC HVAC units with energy efficient ductless (VRV) HVAC units meeting 
or exceeding ASHRAE 621 – 2013 and with MERV 17-20 return air filtration. If replacement is not 
practical or affordable at the present time, consider providing each resident bedroom with a portable 
HEPA filter air circulating unit (See Appendix D-2) 

SL27 For resident rooms/suites  that are provided with ducted HVAC systems, consider increasing fresh air 
ventilation, enhancing filters to micro-bio type (MERV-13-16 or better) filters, adding moisture to the 
HVAC systems (to maintain indoor humidity at or above 40% and below 80%) and operating these 
HVAC systems 24/7 to avoid propagating mold and mildew. 
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SL28 Consider either temporary closure of fitness facilities and indoor swimming pools and/or consider 
retaining full-time managers of these facilities, trained to enforce “social distancing” and the clean and 
disinfecting of these facilities and the HVAC systems serving these facilities. 

SL29 Consider employing enhanced technology to improve communications by and between residents, staff, 
resident families, the health care community and the “outside world” and specifically the management of:
a. Application and Admittance policies and procedures
b. HIPPA compliance
c. Staff “rounds”
d. Day-to-day communications at each “tier”
e. News of the day both within the facility and the world at large
f. Isolation of high-risk residents
g. Visitors
h. Attending medical providers
i. Off-site medical appointments and visits
j. Related transportation
k. Rx re-fills
l. On-line purchases of goods and services
m. Enrichment and volunteering activities
n. Continuing education and training opportunities
o. On-line exercise and therapy ‘experiences”
p. On-line “healthy lifestyle” “experiences”
q. Etc. 

SL30 Consider implementing the use of “smart speakers (Alexa) to provide “touchless” functionality for 
residents and staff.
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Appendix “A”

Social Distancing Definition from Wikipedia and the Understanding of The Dynamic Rather than 
Static Social Distancing in the Build Environment.

Social distancing, also called physical distancing, is a set of non-pharmaceutical interventions or measures 
taken to prevent the spread of a contagious disease by maintaining a physical distance between people and 
reducing the number of times people come into close contact with each other. It typically involves keeping a 
certain distance from others (the distance specified may differ from time to time and country to country) and 
avoiding gathering together in large groups. 

By reducing the probability that a given uninfected person will come into physical contact with an infected 
person, the disease transmission can be suppressed, resulting in fewer deaths. The measures are combined 
with good respiratory hygiene and hand washing. During the 2019–2020 coronavirus pandemic, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) suggested favoring the term “physical distancing” as opposed to “social 
distancing”, in keeping with the fact that it is a physical distance which prevents transmission; people 
can remain socially connected via technology. To slow down the spread of infectious diseases and avoid 
overburdening healthcare systems, particularly during a pandemic, several social-distancing measures are 
used, including the closing of schools and workplaces, isolation, quarantine, restricting the movement of 
people and the cancellation of mass gatherings. 

During the 2019–2020 coronavirus pandemic, the USA CDC revised the definition of social distancing as 
“remaining out of congregate settings, avoiding mass gatherings, and maintaining distance (approximately six 
feet or two meters) from others when possible”. It is not clear why six feet was chosen. Recent studies 
have suggested that droplets from a sneeze or forceful breathing during exercise can travel over six meters. 
Some have suggested the required distance is based on debunked research from the 1930s and 1940s or 
confusion regarding units of measurement. Researchers and science writers have recommended that larger 
social distances and/or both mask wearing and social distancing be required.

Referencing Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, it seems clear that 6 feet of social distancing when considering 
(just) the static positioning of individuals within the built environment is within fingertip-to-fingertip reach and 
therefore practically not much distancing with respect to the spread of pathogens within the built environment.

We note that the USA CDC defines “close 
contact” as persons within six feet (2 meters) of 
another person. Therefore, as illustrated above 
and with due respect to the CDC, in the reality, 
and even if individuals in the built environment 
are to be assumed to be fixed on one location 
and not dynamically / kinetically / flowing 
through the built environment, six feet is in 
fact finger-tip-to-finger-tip actual contact and 
therefore no “social distancing” at all.

six feet
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In the built environment individuals are rarely static, but rather dynamic, and even kinetic, as individuals 
ambulate (flow through) the built environment in and around partitions, doorways circulation pathways and 
furniture. Therefore, this graphic (intended to illustrate (just) six feet of social distancing), is not a correct 
representation of the actual dynamic / kinetic occupancy of individuals within the built environment. 

The below graphic is a more accurate representation of how individuals in-fact ambulate (flow through) the built 
environment (while keeping six feet of social distancing) from each other and from another individual kinetically 
moving within their workplace (or while seated in a movable chair at a dining, conference or meeting room table).

Therefore (just) considering social distancing as a static 6-foot dimension between individuals 
does not in fact achieve the desired six feet “social distancing” and therefore does not mitigate the 
spread of air-born virus particles.

Appendix “A”

This illustration also suggests 
one-way circulation along 
aisles or corridors
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Here are photos taken by Lydia Bouroliba of MIT, illustrating the “throw” of moisture droplets emanating from a 
sneeze.

This scientific evidence brings into question whether (even) six feet of distancing between individuals in the built 
environment is enough distancing, when particles from a sneeze are shown to travel over a greater distance 
than six feet.

We understand that a typical cough can propel virus particles at speeds greater than 50 miles per hour and 
a sneeze at speeds greater than 200 miles per hour and accordingly just a few virus particles emitted from a 
cough or sneeze can be propelled across the room in a matter of seconds.

This evidence supports the recommendation from the USA CDC and other scientific organizations 
that wearing a face mask is fundamental to the critical requirement to reduce the spread of the 
COVID-19 virus, person-to-person within the built environment.
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A recent scientific paper published by the CDC, authored by the Guangzhou Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention described the spread of COVID-19 on January 24, 2020 among diners in an airconditioned 
restaurant. The authors conclude that the spread of virus particles was “prompted by the turbulent air flow of 
airconditioned ventilation” that transmitted droplets containing the virus much further than six feet by means of 
the air flow of the HVAC system (as illustrated in this graphic).

Interior spaces within the built environment are typically engineered with limited air exchange of fresh air and 
for the recycling of the heated or airconditioned air occupants breathe. Typically, filters are provided within the 
heating and air conditioning systems, but these filters do not capture very small virus particles.

Typically, these heating and air conditioning systems propel turbulent air through ductwork, terminating in 
louvers and grills, all of which can become contaminated with virus particles.

Therefore, an important safety first protocol for the healthy return to “the new business” of re-
opening of our economy must be the cleaning, sanitizing, disinfecting and effective management 
and operation of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems providing the air we 
breathe in the build environment.

As noted in this CDC scientific 
paper, the air-conditioning 
flow / transmission of virus 
particles within closed interior  
environments have critical 
health and safety ramifications  
for both the built environment 
(in this reported case, a 
restaurant), for other interior 
built environments and for 
passengers and crews of bus, 
train, airplane and cruise ship 
transportation system enclosed 
environments.
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Appendix “B” Diagrams to Illustrate Social Distancing in the Built Environment

Restaurants

This restaurant dining area diagram illustrates the typical ergonomic, building code and ADA dimensions 
between movable tables and chairs. This diagram provides just enough space between the backs of chairs for 
wait staff to provide table service and maintains the code-required exiting and ADA accessibility dimensions 
between tables along a main service aisle and along a means of egress. As illustrated in this diagram, in order 
to provide “social distancing” 14 as-built seats within 324 sqft (23 sqft per seat) would mean re-planning for 
the same 14 seats within 740 sqft (53 sqft per seat).

Typical Restaurant Seating COVID-19 “Social Distancing”

Consider adding a 
physical barriers
to Reduce Service 
Aisle Width
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Please note above on Page 24, that while this social distancing will likely achieve the safe and healthy separation of diners 

in the fresh air of a patio, sidewalk café or garden dining venue, it is recommended that operators of interior dining venues 

also consider revisions to HVAC systems to reduce air turbulence, increase air filtration, increased the fresh outdoor air 

component of the HVAC system and consider UV disinfecting of the return air. 
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Office (Workplace) Facilities

Applying the same dimensional logic as noted above for a workplace facility environment, in order to provide 
6 feet of  “social distancing” these typical 6’ x 6’ workstations, and typical 6’ benching workplaces would 
need to be relocated 12’ apart where circulation or fire egress aisles are required. Noting that the employee 
use of these workplaces is dynamic in that the employee moves their chair and therefore their head within the 
workstation. As illustrated in this diagram, in order to provide “social distancing” 4 as-built workstations and 6 
as-built benching workplaces within 520 sqft (52 sqft per seat) would be re-planning for 8 workplaces within 
2016 sqft (252 sqft per seat). These revisions to space planning within typical office facilities will substantially 
increase the use and occupancy costs of office facilities (on a Cost Per Employee Housed Basis (*1). If physical 
barriers are provided, workstations could potentially be closer together along major circulation aisles, provided 
these barriers (workstation furniture panels) are at least 66” high.

COVID-19 “Social Distancing”

Consider adding a physical barrier
Consider one-way circulation

Consider adding a physical barrier
Consider one-way circulation

Typical Workstations + Benching

Appendix “B” Diagrams to Illustrate Social Distancing in the Built Environment
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* COVID-19 era revised office(workplace) facility space planning is forecasted to substantially increase the use and 

occupancy costs and expenses for office facilities on a Cost Per Employee Housed Basis.

Please note above on Page 24, it is recommended that managers of office facilities consider revisions to HVAC 
systems to reduce air turbulence, increase air filtration, increased the fresh outdoor air component of the HVAC 
system and consider UV disinfecting of the return air. 

Prior to COVID-19 and the above noted suggestions to re-plan office facilities to provide for a safer and 
healthier workplace, we had recommended benchmarking office facility space planning in the range of 165 
– 220 sqft per employee housed. The Building Owners and Managers (BOMA) Experience Rating (EER) for 
all office facilities nation-wide in year 2018 was 288 sqft per employee housed. The above suggestions to 
re-plan office facilities will likely reduce “density” to 400 – 450 sqft per employee housed, while the economic 
cost impact caused by COVID-19 will likely increase both tenant and landlord use and occupancy costs. 
Therefore, as each office employee housed in the built environment will require more square footage and as 
use and occupancy costs will likely increase, and as much of this increased cost will be passed through to 
existing tenants and/or added to lease costs for new leases, the Cost Per Employee Housed will likely be 
substantially increased.

Additionally, it is likely that many tenant organizations will encourage their employees to continue to work from 
home and many organizations will be providing certain stipends to their employees for home office costs and 
expenses. We note below the likely (projected) comparison of 2018 EER data to projections for the mid-year 
2020-2021 COVID Era EER use and occupancy costs and expenses.

Bottom line, it is likely that costs per employee housed will be increase from an average cost of 
+/- $10,094 per employee to $24,344 per employee due to more sqft required to safely plan for employee 
offices and workstations due to COVID and higher costs per sqft due to increased taxes and increased utility 
and maintenance costs and expenses.

As a result, it is likely that fewer employees will be accommodated in office facilities and more employees will 
be encouraged to work from home with stipends being provided to provide this encouragement. And, that 
these stipends will likely be in the order of $1000 per employee per month or greater.

Here is the basis for this projection:

Sqft/occupant 
2018 EER 288 sqft per occupant likely to be increased to 400 -450 sqft per employee
Base Rent per sqft
2018 EER $24.27 per sqft likely to be increased to $26.70
Pass Throughs and Escalators
2018 EER $10.78 per sqft likely to be increased to $24.55
Assuming all cost escalations to be passed through to tenants

Total use and occupancy costs
2018 EER $35.05 per sqft likely to be increased to $51,25
Cost/occupant
2018 EER $10,094 per occupant likely to be increased to $24,344

Appendix “B” Diagrams to Illustrate Social Distancing in the Built Environment
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Airport Terminal (Bus, Rail and other Public Transit) Lounge Seating

Applying the same dimensional logic as noted above for an airport, bus, rail and other public transit waiting 
area lounge, the 6 feet of “social distancing” guidelines would require (a) removing 3 seats between each 
occupied seat, (b) removing back to back rows of seats and (c) separating rows of seats by 12’. As illustrated 
in this diagram, in order to achieve “social distancing” the 15 as-built seats within 140 sqft (9.33 sqft per seat) 
would be re-planned for 4 seats within 280 sqft (70 sqft per seat).

Typical Airport Waiting Area Lounge Seating COVID-19 “Social Distancing”

Consider adding a 
physical barrier
Consider one-way 
circulation 12’ between

rows of seats

Appendix “B” Diagrams to Illustrate Social Distancing in the Built Environment

Six Feet

Six Feet

Six Feet

Six Feet

Please note above on Page 24, it is recommended that managers of aviation, rail, bus and other public transportation 

facilities  consider revisions to HVAC systems to reduce air turbulence, increase air filtration, increased the fresh outdoor air 

component of the HVAC system and consider UV disinfecting of the return air. 
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Appendix “C”
Comparison of IBC Code Table 1004 1.2 and suggested / recommended square feet per person 
predicated on six feet of “social distancing” as illustrated in Appendices “A” & “B” above.

Function/
Use

Aviation Terminals
 Concourses
 Baggage Claim Areas
 Waiting Areas
 Restaurants
 Retail
Assembly/Restaurant Occupancy
 Chairs Only (not fixed)
 Standing Spaces
 Tables + Chairs (banquet)
Business Occupancy
 Office Areas
 Conference Areas
Educational Occupancy
 Classrooms
 Lecture Rooms
 Seminar Rooms
 Dormitories
 Libraries
  Stack Areas
 Shops + Labs
 Gyms + Excercise Areas
  Locker Rooms
Health Care/Senior Living Occupancy
 Treatment Areas
 Outpatient Areas
 Sleeping Areas
Hospitality Occupancy
 Lobby + Lounge Areas
 Food + Beverage Areas
 Guest Room Areas
 Swimming Pool Areas
 Fitness Facilities
Mercantile Occupancy
 Retail Shops
 Restaurants
 Stock Areas
Residential Occupancy
 Lobbies
 Apartment Areas
 Fitness Facilities

Current IBC Code 
Table 1004.1.2

100 Sq. Ft. Per Person
20
15
15
60

7
5
15

100
15

20
7
15
50
50
100
50
50
50

240
100
120

15
15
200
50
50

60
15
300

15
200
50

Suggested Recommended
Post COVID 19 Social Distancing

200 Sq. Ft. Per Person
150
75
75
180

144
144
75

300
75

150
100
75
250
150
150
150
150
150

300
200
200

90
75
250
150
150

120
75
350

90
200
150
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Appendix “D”

Examples of Touchless Devices

Touchless Hand Sanitization Devices

Touchless Hand Driers

Touchless lavatory (deck mounted faucet, soap dispenser and hand drier)
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Appendix “D”

FOB activated touchless security keypad

Touchless toe activated toilet room WC stall door add-on hardware

Touchless Bath ValveTouchless Faucets Touchless Shower Valve
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Appendix “D”

Personal touchless activation device

Touchless motion 
sensor light switch 
device

Convert water closets 
to touchless

Touchless water closet with touchless 
seat and seat cover opening 
technology
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Appendix “D”

Touchless Door Hardware
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Appendix “D-2” Examples of Enhanced Heating, Ventilation + Air Cond. Systems

We understand that respiratory particles carrying coronavirus generally range in size from 5-10 microns and are 
known as respiratory droplets. Smaller respiratory particles, known as droplet nuclei, are generally 5 microns 
and smaller and are not known to be produced during regular respiratory activity. They are produced in an 
aerosolized form during medical and dental procedures including intubations and with the use of high-pressure 
nebulizers. Outside of high risk medical and dental procedures it is felt that almost all human exposure 
comes from respiratory droplets, not droplet nuclei. A study of 75,000 community acquired COVID positive 
patients found no evidence that any of them were infected through exposure to droplet nuclei. Thus, filtering 
particles between the 5-10-micron range should be effective against the primary source of human respiratory 
transmission of the virus and the HEPA filters provide this level of filtration.
 
MERV stands for “Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value” or the effectiveness of the air filter. The higher the 
MERV rating, the more efficient the filter is at keeping out dust particles and other contaminants.

MERV 13-16 rating provides filtration down to 1.0 – 0.3 microns.

MERV 13-17 MERV 17-20
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Appendix “D-2” Examples of Enhanced Heating, Ventilation + Air Cond. Systems

MERV 17-20 filters

Enhanced In-Duct Filtration Devices providing high efficiency air filtration together with Ultraviolet 
light, ozone and titanium dioxide catalytic air purification (a process known as photocatalytic 
oxidation PCO)
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Appendix “D-2” Examples of Enhanced Heating, Ventilation + Air Cond. Systems

This portable device achieves HEPA filtration down to 0.3 microns for a room up to 350 sqft
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Appendix “D-3” Examples of Ultra-Violet Lighting Environmental Cleansing Equipment

Here are a few plug-in (110 V and USB) UV light devices that 
produce ozone and purify air and environmental surfaces

UV light kills germs
Over 140 years ago Downes & Blunt discovered the antibacterial effects of sunlight. They determined that 
shorter wavelengths of the solar spectrum were more effective at neutralizing bacteria. It is now widely known 
that there are substantial germicidal and anti-bacterial effects from UV-C, UV-B, and UV-A light spectrums.

DNA & RNA is the genetic material that makes up all living organisms, controlling their growth, development, 
functioning and reproduction. UV light produces electromagnetic energy that can destroy the ability of 
microorganisms to reproduce by causing photo-chemical reactions in nucleic acids (DNA & RNA). The 
ultraviolet energy triggers the formation of specific thymine or cytosine dimers in DNA and uracil dimers in RNA, 
which causes inactivation of microbes by causing mutations and/or cell death and failure to reproduce.
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Appendix “D-3” Examples of Ultra-Violet Lighting Environmental Cleansing Equipment

Here are photos, illustrating the UV purification device recently installed by New 
York’s Transit Authority
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Appendix “D-3” Examples of Ultra-Violet Lighting Environmental Cleansing Equipment
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Appendix “D-3” Examples of Ultra-Violet Lighting Environmental Cleansing Equipment

Here are UV devices engineered to be installed in suspended ceilings within the built environment
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Appendix “D-3” Examples of Ultra-Violet Lighting Environmental Cleansing Equipment

The HELO F1 is designed to bring clinical-level cleaning to smaller spaces with the power of full spectrum UV.
• Multiple mounting options: 2’x 2’ drop ceiling, hard lid ceilings, or wall mounted.
• BACnet compatible for BMS integration, programming and reporting.
• On Demand gives you the flexibility to run a disinfection cycle to fit the unique demands of your facility. 
• Scheduled cycles ensure effective killing of bacteria, fungi, and viruses overnight when the space is unoccupied.
• Motion sensor for automatic shut off to prevent unnecessary UV exposure.

The Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UV-C) wavelength is an invaluable tool for an HVACR system. By leveraging 
germicidal energy to keep refrigeration coils free of microbial growth, facility managers also enjoy the benefit 
of reducing the spread of airborne infectious agents. Some facility managers may hesitate to leverage these 
benefits for their application due to a concern about ozone. While the Ultraviolet spectrum contains four separate 
wavelengths—UV-A, B, C and Vacuum UV—each operates at different energy levels and only one can produce 
ozone (Vacuum UV).

Vacuum UV operates in the 100-200nm range, where it can produce ozone. UV-C, conversely, reaches its optimal 
germicidal strength near 253.7nm. Because ozone may only be produced below 200nm, at 253.7nm (rounded 
to 254nm), the germicidal wavelength does not generate ozone. This germicidal wavelength is incapable of 
producing ozone. Moreover, the 253.7nm germicidal wavelength will destroy ozone.
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Appendix “E” 3-Phase Federal Guidelines for re-opening of the US Economy phase-by-phase

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has outlined three phases to reopen country during 
pandemic. Monday, April 20, 2020.

Although different states are expected to go at different paces, at least in our region the states and D.C. are 
expected to reopen from the pandemic in three phases.

This article will explain what reopens during each phase, and what the White House recommends should 
happen in order to trigger each phase.

When the number of new COVID-19 cases trends down for 14 straight days, a state will be able to enter phase 
one under White House guidelines.

Phase One
Vulnerable groups will still be asked to shelter in place, and non-vulnerable people will be expected to avoid 
groups of 10 or more people unless they can do social distancing.

As far as businesses go, in phase one they will be asked to limit non-essential travel, encourage teleworking, 
close common areas of the workplace, and strongly consider special accommodations for employees who are 
considered part of a vulnerable group.

Sit-down restaurants, movie theaters, sports stadiums, and churches will be allowed to reopen – but only if 
there is social distancing inside.

Gyms will also be allowed to reopen, but in addition to having social distancing they will have to follow strict 
sanitation guidelines.

When the number of new COVID-19 cases again trends down 14 straight days, and there is no evidence of a 
rebound in cases, a state will be able to enter phase two of reopening.

Phase Two
In phase two, again vulnerable groups will shelter in place. Meanwhile, others will be asked to avoid groups of 
50 or more unless social distancing can be observed.

Businesses will again be asked to encourage teleworking, close common areas of the workplace, and strongly 
consider special accommodations for employees who are considered part of a vulnerable group.

In phase two, schools will finally be able to reopen. In addition, bars will reopen, albeit without too many people 
standing around in crowds.

Meanwhile, elective surgeries will start again, and places like movie theaters that reopened in phase one will be 
able to operate with only moderate social distancing.

When the number of new COVID-19 cases trends down 14 straight days for a third time, and there is again no 
evidence of a rebound in cases, a state will be able to enter phase three of reopening.
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Appendix “E” 3-Phase Federal Guidelines for re-opening of the US Economy phase-by-phase

Phase Three
In phase three, vulnerable groups should finally be able to go out in public but will still be asked to use caution 
and minimize gatherings where social distancing is not practical.

For those not in a vulnerable group, caution will still be urged but without any limit on the number of people 
who can gather.

By phase three, things should mostly be back to normal at places people work.

Also, at that phase, for the first-time senior care facilities will reopen to visitors, as will hospitals.

People will also once again be able to stand around in groups at bars.

And the places like churches that reopened at phase one will be able to operate without worrying much about 
social distancing.

RELATED: Surgeon General discusses COVID-19 pandemic and steps needed to reopen the
country safely

WASHINGTON (SBG) - United States Surgeon General Jerome Adams has become one of the leaders of the 
coronavirus task force in the ongoing battle against the deadly pandemic. Adams oversees more than 6,000 
uniformed health officers serving at hundreds of locations around the world, many helping those affected by 
COVID-19. Adams spoke to Sinclair Broadcast Group's Chief Political Correspondent Scott Thuman on the 
latest efforts to combat the virus. One of the topics discussed was the growing number of social distancing 
protests taking place across the country. Adams says he is not upset but what he's seen because when he 
looks at the numbers more than 90% of Americans are doing the right thing by social distancing.

The Surgeon General also pointed to the recent guidelines released by the White House that he believes is 
playing a large part in helping to flatten the curve.

"It's not saying that it's a light switch. It's not saying that tomorrow everyone should go out there 
and start doing the things they usually do. It's saying here is a reasonable, data-driven, step-wise 
process communities and people should be going through to think about when we can start to get 
back to some sense of normalcy, or at least a new normal."

Also included in the guidelines are criteria for reopening that include both adequate testing and health care 
capacity. Adams says this is to help combat the risk of a possible resurgence, which would allow them to 
hopefully catch it early.

“There likely will be a few blips on the radar here and there where we see some issues. But we want 
to make sure before people reopen, they have the ability to handle these blips from a health care 
capacity point of view."

Adams called the pandemic a once in the century public health situation and added officials are always trying 
to create a balance between helping people understand there is hope and the severity of the situation. He says 
while the messaging to the American people may not be perfect, he and the other members of the coronavirus 
task force are doing their best every single day to provide people with the best information.
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Appendix “E” 3-Phase Federal Guidelines for re-opening of the US Economy phase-by-phase

"We do our best to make sure every day we're going over the data as a task force, and we're trying to share it 
with the American people in a way that is honest and helps them understand what can be done at all levels to 
put them in the safest possible position to protect themselves now but also to safely reopen the country."
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